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This page features Cyrillic. It consisted of a piece of parchment or paper pasted on a wooden board and
protected by a leaf of horn. Andrew Tuer [4] described a typical hornbook with a line separating the lower
case and capital letters from the syllabary. This syllabarium or syllabary, likely added to the hornbook in , [4]
taught pronunciations of vowel and consonant combinations. From the first hornbook, the alphabet format
cemented the learning progression from syllables to words. Nor let my pretty Children them despise. All needs
must there begin, that would be wise, Nor let them fall under Discouragement, Who at their hornbook stick,
and time hath spent, Upon that A. Armed with the letters of the alphabet from the hornbook, children
encountered other early forms of reading materials. Battledores[ edit ] The battledore was an instrument like a
small racket, used for playing badminton. The term was applied to the wooden or cardboard tablets, which
gradually replaced the hornbook as a device for teaching children to read. The wording printed on them varied
greatly, but usually featured an alphabet, and, unlike the hornbook, entertainment was provided as well as
instruction in the form of illustrations. The battledore was a more complex type of horn book printed on thick
paper folded in three parts containing enlarged text with word to object illustrations for each of the capital
letters bordering the four sides. The letter-word associations provide insight into eighteenth century religious
and sociocultural priorities. But he that learns these Letters fair, Shall have a Coach to take the Air. There is
evidence of a gradual shift to more secular topics for general reading instruction from predominantly religious
material. Primers and spellers[ edit ] Main article: Primer textbook Experienced with both hornbooks and
battledores, children graduated on to the modern concept of a small book, multiple paper pages covered with a
thick, protective layer. Early reading booklets or religious primers contained both the alphabet and
increasingly complicated lists of alphabetized syllables along with selected excerpts from the Bible. From
tablet to booklet, the ABC format served as the most common framework for additional reading materials.
While students were first trained to recite the alphabet, moralistic readings were framed around the letters of
the alphabet. These patterned rhymes were often supported by gloomy woodcut illustrations. The content of
these paired lines varied from overwhelmingly religious to somewhat secular depending upon the particular
version of the New England Primer. The alphabet letters were used to teach the moral code aspired by society
and religion. A Wise son maketh a glad father, but a foolish son is the heaviness of his mother. DO not the
abominable thing which I hate saith the Lord. KEEP thy heart with all diligence, for out of it are the issues of
life. UPON the wicked, God shall rain an horrible tempest. Clearly, the immensely popular New England
Primer continued to influence educational practice even beyond the revolutionary period. Of parallel
longevity, the battledore continued to be published well into the 18th century. Sensitive to a youthful
audience, the anonymous author introduced the alphabet with a lettered story about an appetizing apple pie.
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The Alphabet Book Mobile (Book mobiles) 2 copies Miriam Schapiro: works on paper: a thirty year retrospective 2
copies Collaboration series: mother Russia 1 copy.

Chapter 6 : Doozy Mooâ€™s Printable Alphabet Book
Alphabet Coloring Book Spoken Alphabet Coloring Book Age: years. Feature: Full coloring tools. Colorful alphabet
images. Spoken (Letter name, Letter sound, word on the letter). No Ads (Safe app for kids). Full free (No in-app
purchases). No internet required (working offline).
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This is a free coloring book for the application Kid blog.quintoapp.com contains 26 images each containing the
corresponding English alphabet letter and an object which name starts with that letter.
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Brighten any room with this colorful mobile featuring the art of Charley Harper! Born and raised in the Appalachian
foothills, longtime Cincinnati resident Harper () was a passionate naturalist whose keen eye for the details of wildlife
inspired a groundbreaking artistic style.
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